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Abstract
Wepropose to use a one-dimensional system consisting of identical fermions in a periodically driven
lattice immersed in a Bose gas, to realise topological superfluid phases withChern numbers larger than
1. The bosonsmediate an attractive induced interaction between the fermions, andwe derive a simple
formula to analyse the topological properties of the resulting pairing.When the coherence length of
the bosons is large compared to the lattice spacing and there is a significant next-nearest neighbour
hopping for the fermions, the system can realise a superfluidwithChern number±2.We show that
this phase is stable in a large region of the phase diagram as a function of the filling fraction of the
fermions and the coherence length of the bosons. Cold atomic gases offer the possibility to realise the
proposed systemusingwell-known experimental techniques.
1. Introduction
Until fairly recently, only a few topological phases were known to exist in nature [1–4].We nowknow that these
phases are surprisingly ubiquitous in nature, and their study has consequently witnessed an explosion of
activities [5–7]. Topological superfluids3 are particularly interesting, since they support gapless edge states, the
so-calledMajoranamodes, which have possible applications for quantum computation [8, 9]. In a seminal
paper, Kitaev introduced a one-dimensional (1D)model of spin-less fermions forming p-wave pairs [10]which
has attracted enormous attention since it is one of the simplest playgrounds to study superfluidswith non-trivial
topological properties. There is an intense effort to observe thesemodes experimentally, and promising
evidences for their existence have been reported in systemswhere a 1Dwire is placed in proximity to a
conventional superconductor [11–17]. TheKitaevwire has, in addition to a particle–hole symmetry, also a time-
reversal symmetry which squares to be one. It follows that it belongs to class BDI in the classification scheme of
topogical insulators and superfluids. This class has a  topological invariant in 1D [18–20], and it therefore
allows the existence ofmultiple orthogonalMajorana edge states. In order to bring out this  character of the
topological invariant and the associatedmultiplicity ofMajorana states, one however needs to generalise the
Kitaevmodel to include long range pairing and hopping. This has been demonstrated in severalmodels where
the long range nature has been introduced by hand [21–23].
The aimof this paper is to showhow the  character of the topological invariant of a generalisedKitaev
model can be realised in an experimentally realistic system consisting of identical fermions in a 1D lattice
immersed in a 1DBose gas.We calculate the induced interaction between the fermions caused by the exchange
of density oscillations in the Bose gas. The topological properties of the resulting pairing between the fermions is
then analysed by deriving a simple formula for theChern number.We demonstrate that the system can realise a
phasewith Chern number±2, when the coherence length of the bosons is large and the fermions has a
significant next-nearest neighbour hopping. Furthermore, we show that this phase is stable in large regions of
the phase diagram as a function of the filling fraction of the lattice and the coherence length of the bosons.
Finally, we briefly discuss the experimental realisation of the proposed systemusing cold atomicmixtures in a
periodically driven lattice.
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2. System
Weconsider identical (spin-polarised)non-interacting fermions ofmassmFmixedwith bosons ofmassmB in a
cigar-shaped trap. The transverse trapping frequency ismuch larger than any relevant energy scale, so that the
system can be treated as 1D. The fermions are subjected to an additional periodic potential forming a 1D lattice
whereas the bosonsmove freely in 1D as illustrated infigure 1.We further assume that the 1D lattice is
sufficiently deep so that the fermions stay in the lowest energy band.
We take the x-axis to be along the 1Ddirection and densities of the fermions and bosons are nF and nB,
respectively. The Bose–Fermi interaction ismodelled by a contact interaction g rBFd ( )with a coupling strength
gBF. The Bose–Bose interaction is also of the form g rBd ( ), where gB is the Bose–Bose interaction strength,
whereas the fermions do not interact with themselves.We describe the bosons using Bogoliubov theory, which
has been shown to yield the correct excitation spectrumdespite the fact that there is no true Bose–Einstein
condensation in a 1Dhomogeneous system [24, 25]. TheHamiltonian is
H t c c c c t c c c c
E g r r r r rd , 1
j
j j j j j j j j
k
k k k
1 1 1 2 2 2
B
BF
3
F B B Fò
å
å g g y y y y
=- + + +
+ +
+ + + +[ ( ) ( )]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
† † † †
† † †
where cj
† creates a fermion in lattice site jwith the nearest and next-nearest neighbour hopping t1 and t2,
respectively, and
kg† creates a Bogoliubovmodewithmomentum k and energy E g n2k k kB B B B B 1 2e e= +[ ( ˜ )] . Here
k m2k
B 2
Be = .We have defined g g l2B B 2p= ^˜ as the effective boson–boson coupling in 1D,where l⊥is the
harmonic oscillator length for the transverse trap. The Bose–Fermi interaction is expressed in terms of Bose and
Fermifield operatorsψB(r) andψF(r) andwill be simplified later. In a typical static optical lattice employed in
current experiments, the next-nearest neighbour hopping t2 is at least one order ofmagnitude smaller than t1.
However, by shaking the optical lattice one can increase the effective next-nearest neighbour hopping such that
the ratio t2/t1 can be tuned. This technique has in fact been implemented by several experimental groups
[26–31]. Inmomentum space, we canwrite the tight-binding part of theHamiltonian for the fermions, i.e. the
first line in (1), as c ck d
d
k k k2
eå pp=- † with t kd t kd2 cos 2 cos 2k 1 2e = - - . The appearance of the cos(2kd) term in
the fermion dispersionwill turn out to be one of the crucial ingredients to realise a phase with aChern number
larger than one.
To treat the Bose–Fermi interaction, we expand the fermion field operator as
y z w x x cr ,j j jFy f= å -^( ) ( ) ( ) wheref⊥(y, z) is the ground state of the transverse harmonic trap and
w(x−xj) is the lowest bandWannier function located at xj in the 1Doptical lattice. Likewise, the boson field
operator is expanded as L y z kx br , exp ik kB
1 2y f= å- ^( ) ( ) ( ) , where L is the 1D length of the system and bk
creates a bosonwithmomentum k. Using these expansions, we canwrite the boson–fermion interaction, i.e. the
third term in (1), as
H
g
l L
c c b b
2
e , 2
j k q
qx
j j k q kint
BF
2
,
i jååp= ^ + ( )
† †
wherewe have approximated theWannier function by the ground state of the local harmonic potential and used
x w x x w x xd e 0i j qxi*ò - - ( ) ( ) with i j¹ for well localisedWannier functions. To relate the bk operator to
the γk operator, we note that the Bogoliubov theory gives the usual relation b u vk k k k kg g= - -† with
u g n E1 2k k k
2 B
B B
Be= + +[ ( ˜ ) ] and v u 1k k2 2= - .
Figure 1. In the 1D system, the fermions (blue spheres) are confined to one dimension along the x-axis and further trapped in an
optical lattice (grey), with lattice constant d.We include nearest and next-nearest neighbour hopping, t1 and t2, respectively. The
fermions interact with the surrounding Bose gas (red background)which is also confined to one dimension along the x-axis. The
Bose–Fermi interaction results in induced interactions between the fermions (blackwiggly lines).
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3. Induced interaction
Recently, two of us demonstrated that a 3DBEC is an effectivemedium to induce an attractive interaction
between identical fermions, giving rise to a p-wave superfluidwith a high critical temperature [32]. Here, we
extend this idea to the 1D case. The fermionswill interact with each other via the exchange of Bogoliubovmodes
in the BEC. For aweak Bose–Fermi interaction n g l2 1F BF
2p ^ , the leading order diagram is the one shown in
figure 2.
The resulting induced interaction in real space is
V x
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is the density–density correlation function for the bosonswithin Bogoliubov theory, andω is the transferred
energy between the two interacting fermions. It has been shown that this approximation for the density–density
correlation function is accurate for a weakly interacting 1DBose gas [33]. This justifies our use of Bogoliubov
theory, since the bosons enter the theory only through their density–density correlation function. The frequency
dependence of the induced interaction (3) reflects that the interaction is not instantaneous due to the finite speed
of the Bogoliubovmodes, which gives rise to retardation effects. It can be shown that these effects are small when
the Fermi velocity vF of the fermions ismuch less than the speed of sound in the Bose gas, while for larger vF they
suppress themagnitude of the pairing without changing the qualitative behaviour [32].We therefore neglect
retardation effects in the following and restrict ourselves to theω=0 component of (3). This static induced
interaction is evaluated in the followingmanner. First, wewrite the integral on unitless form as:
V x G q q, 0 d e 1qxind i 2òp= +( ) ˜ ( ˜ )˜ ˜ , with q q x x2 , 2B Bx x= =˜ ˜ and n g m1 2B2 B B Bx = ˜ the coherence
length in the 1DBose gas. Further,G is the strength of the induced interaction given by
G
g
l
n m
2
2 . 5BF
2
2
B B Bp x= ^
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
The remaining integral yields e xp -∣ ˜∣. Hence, the real space induced interaction between fermions located at sites
j and l, with spacing x=xj−xl, is
V j l G, e . 6x xind 2 j l B= - x- -( ) ( )∣ ∣
It follows from (6) that one can tune both the strength and the range of the induced interaction by changing the
boson–fermion and boson–boson interaction strength, which is a very attractive feature of this setup. For a spin-
polarised 2DFermi gas interacting via density oscillations in a 3DBEC, this flexibility enables one to tune the
critical temperature of a topological superfluid to be close to themaximumvalue allowed byKosterlitz–Thouless
theory [32]. Note that whereas the induced interactionmediated by a 3DBEC gas is of the Yukawa form
xe x x2 j l Bµ x- - ∣ ∣∣ ∣ [32], the interaction (6)mediated by a 1DBose gas falls of as e x x2 j l B~ x- -∣ ∣ .We shall see that,
in addition to the next-nearest neighbour hopping, themissing x1 ∣ ∣ factor in the induced interaction is another
crucial ingredient for producing states with aChern number larger than one. In the following, we take the
temperature to be zero.
4. Superfluid pairing
The induced interaction between the fermions is attractive, whichmeans that they can formCooper pairs.We
shall investigate this usingmean-field BCS theory. The validity of this approach is not obvious, since there is no
true long range order corresponding to a broken continuous symmetry for our 1D systemdue to theMermin–
Figure 2. Feynman diagram for the induced interaction between the fermions. Two fermionswithmomentum/frequency p1˜ and p2˜
scatter into states withmomentum/frequency p q1 +˜ ˜ and p q2 -˜ ˜. Thewiggly lines denote the boson–fermion interaction gBF, the
dashed lines are bosons in the condensate, and the double blue line is the Bogoliubovmode propagator.
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Wagner–Hohenberg theorem [34, 35]. However,mean-field theory in general works better when the interaction
is long range since each particle interacts with a cloud of particles in distance. Because the induced interaction (6)
is long range for large coherence lengths, d 1Bx  , we expect that BCS theorywill be qualitatively correct for
the present system. This expectation is in part supported by recent work concerning an exactly solvable 1D
model with a 1/r interaction, whichwas shown to support a bulk energy gap indicating order on amacroscopic
scale [36].Moreover, since the interaction in the present case can bemade effectively constant over several lattice
sites, we expect our system to be ordered on amacroscopic scale compared to the system size, therebymaking
BCS theory qualitatively correct.
The BCSHamiltonian describing pairing of identical fermionswith oppositemomentum is
H c c
c
c
, 7
k
k k
k k
k k
k
k
BCS å x x=
D
D -- -
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†
with ξk=εk−μ andμ being the chemical potential. The gap is given by
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whereN is the number of lattice sites, and Ek k k
2 2 1 2x= + D( ) is the usual energy dispersion of the quasiparticle
eigenstates. Since the fermions are identical, the Pauli principle dictates that the pairing has the ‘p-wave’
symmetryΔk=−Δ−k. The formof the effective interaction entering the gap equation is given by
W k q k q x k q x V j, 1 2 cos cos 0,j j jind ind= å - - +( ) [ (( ) ) (( ) )] ˜ ( )where the cosines arise from the Fermi
antisymmetry c c c cq q q qá ñ = -á ñ- - .We assumewithout loss of generality that the gap is real. Thefilling fraction
n0 1  of the lattice is
n
N
N N E
1
2
1
1
, 9
k
k
k
F å x= = -⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
and the BCS ground state energy is E N E E2 2k k k k kBCS F
2m x- = å - + D[ ∣ ∣ ] , where NF the number of
fermions in the lattice.
For a vanishing next-nearest neighbour hopping, t2=0, the systemhas afilling fraction symmetry between
n and 1−n around n=1/2. Specifically, any solutionwith n,μ andΔk has a corresponding solution
1−n,−μ andΔk+π/d. For nonzero t2 this symmetry is broken.Wewill see this explicitly below in the phase
diagrams.
5. Symmetries and topology
Asmentioned in section 1, the Kitaev chain belongs to the BDICartan class due to the presence of an intrinsic
particle–hole symmetry and a time-reversal symmetry, both squaring to+1. As a result the topological index is
given by theChern number
C k e e
k k
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d d
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d
k k k
d
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where ek ñ-∣ is the lowest eigenstate ofV k V( )† , with k k k
k k
 x x=
D
D -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) andV
1 1
i i
1
2
= -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥.We apply the
unitary transformationmatrixV to k( ) in order tomake the eigenvector ek ñ-∣ smooth for all k [37]. In (10),
arctank k kq x= D( ) is the polar angle of the vector kh , 0,k kx= D( ) ( )with the z-axis, where
k kh , ,x y z s s s=( ) ( ) · ( ). Equation (10) therefore explicitly demonstrates thewell-known result that the
topological invariant given by theChern number is simply the same as thewinding number ofh for a 1D system.
We can obtain theChern number by simply examining the behaviour ofΔk and ξk as a function of k, without
having to actually evaluate the integral in (10). The vectorh(k)=(Δk, 0, ξk) is confined to the xz-plane and it
starts and ends parallel to the z-axis since 0d dD = D =p p- . Using the symmetries,Δk=−Δ−k and
ξk=ξ−k, we can then obtain thewinding number simply by counting howmany timesh(k) crosses the x-axis
for k>0.Now,h(k) crosses the x-axis when ξk=0. AssumingΔk>0, the crossing is in the clockwise direction
with increasing kwhen∂kξk<0 and is in the counterclockwise directionwhen∂kξk>0.On the other hand, if
Δk<0, the crossing is in the clockwise/counterclockwise directionwith increasing k for∂kξk>0 and
∂kξk<0, respectively. A clockwise crossing increases thewinding number by one, whereas a counterclockwise
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crossing decreases it by one. This finally gives the formula
C sgn 11
k
k k k k
0
0
n
kn
n nå x= - D ¶
x
>
=
=( ) ( )
for theChern number.Here kn are the solutions to ξk=0 and sgn(x) is the sign function.
We can now seewhy it is important to have next-nearest neighbour hopping in order to get a Chern number
larger than 1. For nearest neighbour hopping only, ξk=0 has atmost one solution for k>0 and thewinding
number is thereforeC=0,±1 from (11).With next-nearest neighbour hopping t 02 ¹ included, we can have
up to two zero points of ξk for k>0. Since∂kξk has opposite signs at the two zero points, we can obtain a
winding numberC=±2 only if the pairingΔk changes sign between the two points. Such a pairing indeed
occurs and is functionally similar toΔk∼sin 2kd as wewill see in the numerical analysis below. To summarise,
we need nonzero next-nearest neighbour hopping t2 and a highfilling fraction such that there are two pairs of
zeroes of ξk and a pairing kdsin 2kD ~ . For a given interaction strengthG, wewill therefore search for values of
n,Bx( )where the pairing kdsin 2kD ~ is favourable.
6.Numerical results
Wenowdiscuss our results obtained by solving (8) and (9)numerically.We look for solutionswith Chern
number C 1=∣ ∣ or C 2=∣ ∣ by using the pairing functionsΔk∝ sin kd and kdsin 2kD µ as initial guesses,
respectively.
Infigure 3, we show the resulting zero temperature phase diagrams obtained by varying the BEC coherence
length Bx and thefilling fraction n, for afixed coupling strengthG/t1=4 and a fixed next-nearest neighbour
hopping t2/t1=1. Physically, this corresponds to varying the boson–boson interaction strength gB and the
filling fraction n, while keeping the Bose–Fermi coupling strength gBF and the BECdensity nB fixed. Consider
first the left phase diagram,which is obtained by usingΔk∝ sin kd as an initial guess. First, note that the phase
diagram is highly asymmetrical around n=1/2, consistent with the observation that a nonzero next-nearest
neighbour hopping breaks the n n1« - symmetry. Second, we see that there is a topologically non-trivial
regionwithChern number C 1=∣ ∣ for intermediate filling fractions. To understand this inmore detail and to
prepare ourselves for the ensuing analysis of the phase withChern number 2, we plot infigure 4Δk and ξk for the
two specific points indicated by the symbols×and ∗ in the phase diagram figure 3 (left). For the point×,
corresponding to n d, 0.2, 5Bx =( ) ( ), figure 4 (left) shows that there is only one solution to ξk=0 for k>0,
andwe get from (11) aChern numberC=−1 sinceΔk>0 and∂kξk>0 at that point. The point ∗
corresponds to a largerfilling fraction n d, 0.5, 5Bx =( ) ( ), and in this case ξk=0 has two solutions as can be
seen fromfigure 4 (right). SinceΔk>0 for both solutionswhereas∂kξk has opposite signs, the Chern number
is zero.
Consider next the phase diagram shownfigure 3 (right), which is obtained using the initial guess
kdsin 2kD µ .We see that there is now a large regionwith aChern number C 2=∣ ∣ . To analyse this, we plot in
figure 4 (right)Δk and ξk for the pointmarked by ∗ in the phase diagramfigure 3 (right) corresponding to
Figure 3.Topological phase diagram for equal hoppings t2=t1 and coupling strengthG/t1=4, as a function of thefilling fraction
n N NF= and the coherence length Bx . Chern numbers are stated for the different phases. (Left) Solutions obtained usingΔk∝ sin
kd as initial guess. (Right) Solutions obtained using kdsin 2kD µ as initial guess.
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n d, 0.5, 5Bx =( ) ( ). Again, ξk=0 has two solutions with opposite sign of the slopes∂kξk. Contrary to the self-
consistent solution above obtained fromusingΔk∝ sin kd as an initial guess,Δknowhas opposite signs at the
two solutions, and it follows from (11) that the Chern number isC=−2.Using the bulk-boundary principle,
we conclude that this phase supports twomutually orthogonalMajoranamodes at its ends.
Figure 3 (right) shows that the phase withChern number C 2=∣ ∣ is stable only for coherence lengths
d 2B x . This can be understood from the fact thatΔk∼sin kd corresponds to predominantly nearest
neighbour pairing, whereasΔk∼sin 2kd corresponds to predominantly next-nearest neighbour pairing. Thus,
in order to obtain aChern number number larger than 1, we need a significant next-nearest neighbour pairing,
which in turn requires that the range of the induced interaction Bx be on the order of twice the lattice spacing or
larger.
Comparing figure 3 (left) and (right), we see that there is a large region of the phase diagram inwhich two
possible self-consistent solutions exist corresponding to phases withChern numbersC=0 and C 2=∣ ∣ .
Interestingly, the energy of the two phases turn out to differ only by a few percent, with theC=0 being the
lower one. Such a small energy differencemeans that the two phases are practically degenerate, and there is
therefore a large probability that the system ends up in the C 2=∣ ∣ phasewhen cooled down.
To illustrate the significance of the next-nearest neighbour hopping, we plot infigure 5 the phase diagram
obtained forG/t1=4 and t2/t1=0.63. The smaller next-nearest neighbour hopping has two effects on the
system. The dominant one is that C 2=∣ ∣ phase only exists for even larger coherence lengths, d 5B x . The
reason is that for a smaller t2, the zeros of ξk are closer in k-space. In order to a get a Chern number C 2=∣ ∣ , the
gap then has to change sign faster, which requires higher harmonics ofΔk. Such higher harmonics are generated
by pairing between fermionswith large spacial separation beyond next-nearest neighbour, which in turn
requires a longer range interaction and thus a larger dBx . Secondly, the C 2=∣ ∣ phase appears at higherfilling
fractions, n≈0.6. This is because thefilling fraction nowneeds to be higher to create two zeroes of ξk.
7.Discussion
All the ingredients necessary for realising the proposed systemhave been realised experimentally with cold atom
systems. Periodicallymodulated optical lattices aswell as Bose–Fermimixtures have been created by several
groups, and this includes, in particular,multicomponent systems in 1D [38]with a species selective potential
[39, 40]. Thismakes the experimental realisation of the systempromising, which is a strong feature of our
proposal. There are however two caveats about our proposal: one should be able to cool the system sufficiently,
andfluctuations away frommean-field can in principlemodify some of the results we found above.
Nevertheless, we speculate that the topological features should be fairly robust since they are determined by
invariants which take on integer values. In addition, fluctuation effects are suppressed for a long range
interaction.
Figure 4. (Left)The kinetic energy ξk (solid black) and pairingΔk (dotted–dashed orange) for the parameters n d, 0.2, 5Bx =( ) ( )
corresponding to the pointmarked by× in the phase diagrams infigure 3. (Right)The kinetic energy ξk (solid black) and pairingΔk
(dotted–dashed blue) for the parameters n d, 0.5, 5Bx =( ) ( ) corresponding to the pointmarked by * in the phase diagram infigure 3
(left). The dotted blue line givesΔk for the same parameters n d, 0.5, 5Bx =( ) ( ), but now in the phase diagram infigure 3 (right).
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Wenote that a harmonic trapping potential, which is present in the vastmajority of cold atom experiments,
can stabilise the presence of a BEC in 1D.Whereas the low-energy density-of-states (DOS) diverges for a 1D
homogeneous system, it is a constant for a 1Dharmonically trapped system. It follows that in terms of theDOS, a
1D trapped systembehaves as a 2Dhomogeneous system, forwhich there is a quasi-condensate at finite
temperaturewith algebraic order, which turns into a proper BECwith long range order at zero temperature.
This line of reasoning gives further support to our use of Bogoliubov theory for the bosons.
The periodic driving of the lattice will in general heat the system, but this will become significant only after a
certain time scale th—the so-called heating time. The effectiveHamiltonian derived from a high frequency
expansion, inwhich the ratio between the next-nearest neighbour hopping and the nearest neighbour hopping
is enhanced, is valid to describe the physics within the time period t=th. In a typical cold atomic experiment
involving an optical lattice, the heating time increases exponentially in terms of the driving frequency (for
driving frequencies smaller than the band gap) and can be as long as the lifetime of the experiments [41]. This
effect has been used tominimise the heating, and insignificant heatingwas indeed observed in experiments using
Floquet engineering [26, 29, 30].
We end by briefly discussing the case where the 1D lattice for the fermions is immersed in a 3DBEC.Our
numerical calculations show that it ismuchmore difficult tofind phases withChern numbers larger than 1
compared to the pure 1D systemdiscussed above. Their energy is furthermoremuch higher than phases with
Chern number 0 or 1, again in contrast to the pure 1D case. The reason is that the induced interaction between
the fermions is of the Yukawa form x xexp 2 Bxµ -( ∣ ∣ ) ∣ ∣when the BEC is 3D; the extra factor x1 ∣ ∣compared
to the pure 1D interaction (6) suppresses the next-nearest neighbour pairing compared to nearest neighbour
pairing irrespective of the value of Bx .
8. Conclusions
In conclusion, we considered a spin-polarised Fermi gas in a 1D lattice immersed in a 1Dhomogeneous Bose
gas. The fermions interact attractively via the exchange of density fluctuations in the Bose gas, which gives rise to
pairing.We derived a simple formula for theChern number of the superfluid phase, whichwas used to
demonstrate that the fermions can realise a topological superfluidwithChern number±2, provided that the
next-nearest neighbour hopping for the fermions is significant and the induced interaction is sufficiently long
range. This phasewas shown to be stable in a large region of the phase diagram as a function of the filling fraction
of the fermions and the coherence length of the bosons. Atomic gases provide a promising system to realise our
proposed setup usingwell established experimental techniques.
Figure 5.Topological phase diagram for t2/t1=0.63 and coupling strengthG/t1=4, as a function of thefilling fraction n N NF=
and coherence length Bx . Chern numbers are stated for the different phases. Solutions are obtained usingΔk∝ sin 2kd as initial guess.
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